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ABSTRACT
 
The purpose ofthis paperisto study the basic conceptsoffinite and linear elasticity
 
such as stress,strain and displacement,and tofind outthe relationship betweenthem.Itis
 
importanttoknow thatlinear elasticity isthe specialcaseoffinite elasticity.Althoughlinear
 
elasticity wasdevelopedfromfinite elasticity,they have very differentcharacters.Thiscan be
 
seenfrom the examplespresentedinthe paper.
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CHAPTER 1
 
FINITEELASTICITY
 
Finite elasticity is atheory ofelastic materialscapable ofundergoinglarge
 
deformation.Thisisanon-lineartheory.Tostudythe basicconceptsoffinite elasticity
 
andtoleam the difference betweenfinite andlinear elasticity,weneedtolook atthe
 
following definitions.
 
A bodyB is a closed,connected setin with piecewise smooth boundary.
 
PointsinB are called materialpoints and are denoted by p.
 
A defomiation ofB isasmooth oneto one map
 
u:B-^R'
 
u(p)=x
 
Thus,uis a yectorfunction.
 
The displacementis u(p)-p=x-p
 
The pointu(p)is the place occupied by p in the deformation u.F=Vuisthe deformation
 
gradient. Vuis a tensorfield with components(Vu)y= dU;/ dp^.Thus,wecan think of
 
Vuasthe Jacobian matrix,i.e.,the classical deriyatiye ofu.In whatfollows we assume
 
detVu>0
 
WeletF^denote the transpose ofF.
 
A mapping x-»d>tx')with domain uCBlis called a spatialfield. '
 
Infinite elasticity surface forcescan be modeled assmoothfunctionst which
 
associate a yectorinR^ with a giyen pointx in u(B)anda giyen unit yectorn.
 
i.e. x->t(n,x)
 
t(n,x)representstheforce per unitarea atx on any oriented surface through x With
 
positiye unitnormaln.Thereasonthe surfaceforceis defined this wayis because wetreat
 
 X as a pointin a deformed body which the surface goesthrough.Surfaceforces arise
 
whenthere isa physical contactwith another body.Bodyforcesmay be modeled as
 
continuousfuntions which associate a vectorin with each pointx E u(B).
 
i.e. x-^ b(x)
 
where b(x)istheforce exerted atX per unitvolume.
 
Thelawsofforce and momentslead to a basiclaw ofcontinuum mechanicsknows
 
asCauchy'sTheorem.
 
Cauchv'sTheorem
 
There existsa smooth^ symmetric spatial tensorfieldT such that
 
t(ii,x)=T(x)n
 
forevery unit vectorn and allX Eu(B).Further
 
divT+b=0
 
where divTisthe vectorfield with components(divT)j= dT^/ dx- andthe usual
 
summationis assumed.
 
Note:Tis called theCauchv stress which is usuallyjustcalled stress.Also,the equation
 
t(n,x)=T(x)iiiscalled the constitutive equation,b isthe bodyforce.
 
The mainexample we wish to work outin this chapterisaboutsimple shears ofa
 
homogeneous,isotropic cube.Wesay a materialisisotropic ifthe propertiesrelating to its
 
behaviorunderstress are thesamein any direction ateach point.
 
LetB be a homogeneous,isotropic bodyin the shape ofacube.Considerthe
 
deformationX =u(p)defined by
 
Xi=Pi+yP2
 
^ ' ■ ; , , X2= p2 
X3=P3
 
where y =tan0
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
is called theshearing strain,which will be precisely defined in chapter3.
 
u 0
 
B is a homogeneous body,i.e.,B is a body in which the corresponding stressT is
 
constant.Also,T satisfies the equation^ofequilibrium div T=0,forit is knownfrom the
 
general theory that a homogeneousbodycan be deformed withoutbodyforce,so b=0
 
o
Wecalculatethe deformation gradient
 
O
 
1 y 0
 
•
 
0 1 0
 
1
 
o
0 0 	1
 
•
 1 0 0
 
so F^= r 1 0
 
0 0 	ij
 
From these we calculate a quantity known asthe leftCauchv-Green strain tensor B=FF^
 
B= 0 1 0 y 1 0
 
0 0 1 0 0 1
 
1+y'	 y 0
 
1 0
y
 
0 0 1
 
From B we have B"
 
  
 
 
1 -y 0
 
B"'=|-y 1+y^ 0
 
0 0 1
 
andwecalculate
 
1+3y + y"^ 2y + y' 0|
 
3 1 2

B'= 2y	+y' 1+y' 0
 
0 0 1
 
tr(B)—Ajj4-A22"t"A33—3+y^
 
tr(B^)=3+4y^+y^.
 
From tensor analysis weknow wecan expressTintermsofthree principal invariants:
 
lj(B)=tr(B)=3+Y2
 
II
 
Jr.2\]
12(B)=i|(tr(5))'-tr(fi^)]=3+Y^
 
13(B)=detB=l
 
hencethe listofprincipalinvariantsofBis
 
Lb =[li(B),12(B),13(B)]=(3^-Y^ 3+Y^ 1).
 
Therefore by the constitutive equationforanisotropic material,wehave
 
T=PoI+PiB+ P2B-'
 
where Pj's are scalarfunctions ofLg.
 
Thisis equivalentto
 
T T^s 1 0 o" 1+y^	 1 0
^11 ^12	 r -y
1
°1

T T 0 1 1 0 l+y2 0
 
T T 0 0 1 0 0 1
 
^12 ^22	 ^3 +Pi r +P2 -Y 
1

^13 ^23
 7^3Ji 0 0 ij
 
HenceTj3=T23=0and
 
Ti2=PiY+p2(-Y)
 
T
 
so —= jU
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where - P2
 
isa quantity calledthe generalized shear modulus.
 
In linear elasticity theory the normal stressesT,i,T22,and T33in simpleshear are
 
zero,which we willleam in chapter4.Here
 
Tii=y'Pi +T
 
T22=Y'p2+
 
^33=1^
 
wherex is shear stress(which will be defined in Chapter2)andt=Po+Pj+ pj•
 
Thisshowsthere are relations between shear stress and normal stressin finite elasticity.In
 
orderto produce a pure shear the normal stresses need to bezero.By the equations we
 
have aboveif^1=^2=0^ then the normal stresses will vanish.Hencet=Po.
 
Thisimplies p=0.
 
Thusif
 
then itisimpossible to produce asimple(pure)shear by applying shear stresses alone
 
because according to the equations we have,the normal stresses exist.This will notbethe
 
caseinlinear elasticity wherethere isnorelationship between normal stressesand shear
 
stresses.
 
This example isfrom"Topicsin Finite Elasiticity" by Morton E.Gurtin.
 
Afterthis briefintroduction offinite elasticity,I willfocuson the linear elasticity
 
inthe nextfourchapters,then concludethe projectwith anotherexampleoffinite
 
elasticity.
 
CHAPTER2
 
STRESSINLINEARELASTICITY
 
In a body thatis notdeformed,all partsofthe body arein mechanical equilibrium.
 
This meansthe resultantforce on the body is zero.When adeformation occursthe body
 
will try to go backto its original state ofequilibrium.Forcestherefore arise which tend to
 
returnthe body to equilibrium.Theseforces are called internalforces.Theinterrialforces
 
depend onthe externalforces,the bodyforces and the surfaceforces.Bodyforces are the
 
forcesthatare connected with the massofthe body and are distributed throughoutthe
 
volume ofa body;they are notthe resultofthe contactoftwo bodies.Forces such as
 
gravitational,magnetic,and inertiaforces are bodyforces.They are measuredintermsof
 
force per unitvolume.Onthe other hand surfaceforces arisefrom the physical contact
 
betweentwo bodies.
 
Wecan picture animaginary surface within a body acting on anadjacentsurface.
 
Pi
 
AA
 
Figure 2.1 External surfaceforces andintemalforces
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 Theinternalforces which occur when a body is deformed are call internal
 
stress.This meanstheintemalforcesbecameinternal stresses under deformation.Ifno
 
deformation occurs,there are nointemal stresses.Theaverageforce perunitareais
 
AF 
■ ■ p — • ■ 
AVE~ • 
AA 
From this we havethe definition ofstress^ whichisthelimitvalue ofaverageforces per
 
unitarea asthe areaof AA^0.
 
.^ p _ lim ^ dF
 
~ AA^O AA ~ dA
 
Herethe stress onthe areadA is a vectorand hasthe same direction astheforce
 
vector dF.
 
Onething weshould be clearon is thatstressis nota vector unlessa specific plane
 
is given.This means wecan only representthe stress as a stress vector on a specific
 
plane.When several stress actonthesame plane,atthis pointwetreatstress asa vectorand
 
can useralefor vector addition.Therefore wecannottalk aboutthe stress ona pointsince
 
througha pointwecan draw infinitely many planesand that will give usinfinitely many
 
vectorson different planes.Thus,the stress doesnotbehave asa vector because a vector
 
quantity associates onlyascalar (itscomponent)with each directionin space where as
 
stress does not.
 
Whena stress vectoris decomposed,we call its components stress components.
 
Let'slook atanexample
 
8
 
 1 2
 
B
 
F=P*Area
 
Z
 
P> P,> P^ 
/ 2 P F 
■+ 
-► 
Figure 2.2 Force (a vector) and Stress (not a vector) 
B is a point. ThroughB we draw plane 1andplane 2 and we can see the stress on these 
two lines are different so the stress does not behave as a vector. 
Although we cannot determine stress at a point, we can determine state of stress at 
apointTo determine the state of stress at apoint we determine the stress components with 
respect to the orthognal coordinates.The above example shows that we can determine the 
state of stress at pointB because the description we set allows us to determine the stress on 
every plane that passes point B.Therefore,if we are given the stress on two planes (here 
the stress is a vector), then we willknow the stress vector on any plane that goes through 
the point. 
We conclude that inorder to completely define a stress vector we must specify its 
magnitude, direction and the plane whichit acts on. 
In general,we use the term stress to represent stress vector,stress component,or
 
stress tensor,as will be clearfrom context.
 
There are two waysto express the components ofa stress vector;the x,y,z
 
componentsand the normaland tangential(shearing)components.Inthe case ofnormal
 
and shearing componentsofboth external andinternal stresses weleta representthe
 
normal stress whichisthe componentofstress perpendiculartothe plane on which itacts.
 
LetTbethe shear stress which isthecomponentofstress thatliesin the plane.
 
o
 
,dF
 
\/ \/ ^
 
area
 
Fig 2.3 Normal and Shearing Stress Components
 
Ifthe state ofstress in a body isthe same at all points,this body is said to bein a
 
uniform state ofstress.
 
The conceptof state ofstress ata pointleads to the transformation ofstress
 
equations.
 
a
 
yx
 
Fig 2.4 Two-Dimensional Uniform State ofStress
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F=P X Area
 
Let Z=1 bethe uniform depth ofa solid.
 
F,(b/2)-F,(b/2)+Fy(a/2)- F/a/2)-T^,a)b+(T,,b)a=0

-xy-

By simplying,we have
 
V®b=T,yab
 
Since ab^0
 
So 
'^yx '''xy
 
Thismeansthe stresscomponentonthe x plane actingin y directionisequaltothe
 
stress componentonthe y plane actingin x direction.Foranytwo perpendicular planes we
 
I
 
will have this result.Now let's see how thetransformation equations are developed.
 
t ^  P
 
a,­y2 
L 
'"x 
a Ax2 xl 
F a £2yi ► 
Fig 2.5 Free body Showing the stress Components on the x' plane 
Let 2:f.= o 
Fxi-Fx2-VAsina=0 
A - Ojj Acosa - Asina=0 
Px= o^cosa + TyxSina (1) 
Similary 
Py= OySina + Xy^cosa (2) 
11 
By projecting and inthe x' direction,we get
 
o^, = P,.cosa +PySina .
 
By substituting(1)and(2)we get
 
o^,=o^ cos^a+Oy sin ^a+2\y sina cosa. (3)
 
Similarly, T^,y,=Py cosa-P,^ sina
 
=(Oy-a^)sina cosa+x^y(cos^a- sin^ a). (4)
 
By substituing(a+Jt/2)fora in Equation(3)
 
Wehave
 
cry=o^ cos^(a+;7t/2)+ay sin^(a+n:/2)+2XjjySin(a+Jt/2)cos(a+Jt/2)
 
=a^sin^ a+ayCos^a-2x^ySinacosa. (5)
 
Equations(3),(4)and(5)are the transformation ofstress equations.Thesum ofthe normal
 
stressesontwo perpendicular planesisindependentofa sincefrom equations(3)and(5)
 
T^'+Ty'=T^+Xy= constant.
 
Write equations(3),(4),and(5)intermsof2ausingtrigometricidentities.
 
sin 2a=2sina cosa sin^ a=—(1-cos2a)
 
2
 
cos^ a =1^(1+cos2a).
 
Wehave
 
o^.= —-+— cos2a+T^ysm2a (6)
 
"t" CTy ^x
 
Oy'= — ——cos2a -rxYSin2a (7)
 
12
 
 —^sin2a+TxyCosla. (8)
 
The planes on which the shear stress vanishes are called the principle planes.
 
The normal stresseson these planes are called the principle stresses.To determine
 
the maximum and minimum normal stressona plane,we have
 
=-ia^- )sin2a+2t,„cos2£z =0 (9)

da ^ ^
 
2t
 
or tan2a = (10)
 
<7,-cr^
 
since 1+tan^la =sec^2a
 
so we have
 
o —o
 
cos2a =±- ^ ^
 
sin2a =±­
Substituting the abovetwo expressionsinto equation(1),we have
 
^ ^ _ rr — ~ . ^^XY

^MAX ""^1 "" 2 2
 
^4T|y +(a^-ay)' 2^4rly+(a^ -OyJ
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. \ 1
 
XY
 
Similarly = cr,= -j( +t^
 
XY
 
Bytaldng the second derivative ofequation(6)andevaluating itattworootsof equation
 
(10)weknow that and arethe maximum and minimum valuesofa.
 
Todetermine the particularvaluesof2a(by equation(10))corresponding to eitherOjand
 
O2'itis necessary to considerthe signsofthe numeratorand denominator of
 
The value of2a corresponding to the directorof0jis
 
0<2a<jt/2 if ''^xy >^0 and (a^-Oy)>0
 
7c/2<2a<3T if >0 and (a^-Oy)<0
 
jt<2a<(3y2)jt if T^y<0 and (o^-ay)<0
 
(3/2)jt<2a<27t if x^y <0 and (o^ -Oy)>0.
 
Todetermine the planesofmaximunshear stress,we differentiate the expressionfor
 
and setthisequaltozero
 
dT^,Y,
 
= jcos2a -2TxYsin2a =0

-=^'Uy­
da
 
tan2a=- ^ —o^ (11)
 
2t^

"XY
 
Since equations(5)and(11)are negative reciprocalsto each other,sothe planesof
 
maximun shear stress are45°from the principal planes.From the equations(5) and(11)
 
we develop the equationfor maximunshear stressonthe x'y' coordinates.
 
14
 
  
 
Ox-^Y
 
+T
 
XT
 
Wealready know how to useformulastofind principal stressesand maximum
 
shear stresses.Here we use another method to do it withoutusing theformulas.Thatis,
 
Mohr's Circle.
 
Mohr's Circle enablestofind the principal stressesand maximum shear graphically.
 
Todothis we needto rewrite thefollowingformula
 
a =— cos2a+x^sir)2a
 
aY x^ • /^

——-^sin2a+TxYCos2a

^XT' ""
 
Whenwesquare and addthem together wehavethe equation ofa circle.
 
2
 
+Oy
 2 I ^x ~
 
a- +T = +T

XY
 
Where =o
 
XX'
 
Oy +Oy \ , .
 
The centeris —— 0 on the o-axis.
 
~ 1 , _2
Theradiusis
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 a
 
yx xy
 
2a * a
 
"xy
 
a
 
(a+aJ/2

X y
 
Fig 2.6 Mohr's Circle ofStress
 
Mohr's Circle represents the relationship between the normal stress and the shear
 
stressonany given plane.Wecanfindthe magnitude and direction ofthe normal and the
 
shear stressesfora pointon the circle regardless ofthe coordinate system used.
 
When welocate the pointon Mohr'sCircle which representsthe stresses on a plane
 
inclined atananglea with respectto the plane ofOj(assume Ojis given),wejustneed to
 
Substitute = Oj,Oy=Oj,and =0into the transformation ofstress equations(1),
 
(2),(3) we have
 
CT.+ CT« CT. "-CJ9
 
Oy,= — +— cos2a
 
_£i_£2
av,=
 
cr,-a,
 
— ■ ——^sin2o:.
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From theseformulas wecanfind the normal and shear stress on x'y plane.In
 
general,every pointonthe Mohr's circle coorespondsto a planein the body under stress
 
and these stresses are given bythe point.
 
The state ofstress ata pointalsoleadsustothe equations governing the variation of
 
the stress componentsin space.Now wecometo the mostimportantpartofthe chapter-

thatis,thedevelopmentofthe differential equationsofequilibrium.The differential
 
variouscomponentsofstress.Itis veryimportantto study the differential equations of
 
equilibrium since the stressis differentfrom pointto pointinastressed body.
 
C D
 
^xc 4 ^ V '-'XD
 
dy
 
^XA ^ ® ^ ^ '^XB
 
dx
 
Fig 2.7 Stress Variation onanElement
 
Ifthe stress atA is ,with the rate ofchange do/dx of and the distance dxin
 
the X direction,then the stress atBisincreased by amount(do/dx)dx.Here we are
 
assuming thatthe stress componentsandtheirfirst derivatives are continuous.Therefore
 
the stress atB is
 
do^
 
O^B -^X + ^
 
dx _
 
Similarly,thestress atCandDare
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do^
 
w^ ~ ^xB '^y

dy
 
X 7 X J
 
=o^+—-ax+——ay
 
dx dy
 
Weomitthe second orderterm(dxdy)because itis smallcomparetothefirstorder
 
terms.By neglecting thesmall quantitiesofhigher order,we have thefollowing resultfor
 
the resultantforce.
 
B D 
—► p 
1 
Fig 2.8 Resultant Force on an Element 
( do^ "l 
dy 
Assuming the depth of the prismin the z direction isunity.By simplifying we get 
J-. , 1 doY j 2P, =o^dy+-—^dy . 
2 dy 
18 
  
Similarly dy
 
doY j doX j
^ . doX
Ox+ ax-¥Ox+——dx+
 
dx dx dy
 dy.
 
By the same assumptionforPj we have
 
„ , dOx , , 1 do
 
= Oxdy+——axay+ Xdr
 
dx 2 dy
 
sothe resultantforceonthe elementis
 
Pz -Pi'-^dxdy.
 
dx
 
From the conclusion above wesee that
 
Totalforce=2ofall theforceson all the volumeelements.
 
Ifdv isthe volume element,Fistheforce per element,then
 
totalforce=/F dv.
 
Also,by Newton'sthirdlaw the total resultantforce iszero if variousparts ofthe portion
 
ofthe body acton each other.Therefore,the resultantforce can berepresented asthe sum
 
offorces acting on all the surface elements,i.e.,asan integral overthe surface.Forany
 
portion ofthe body each ofthe threecomponentsJFjdv atthe resultantofall theinternal
 
stresses can be transformed into anintegral overthe surface.Fjisthe divergence ofatensor
 
ofrank two.
 
Fi=aOijax,
 
dx^
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where O;^is the stress tensor and d4isthe ith componentoftheforce onthe surface
 
elementdf
 
The stress tensor is symmetric i.e., O;^=
 
Generally notonlya normal stress butalso shearing stresses acton each surface
 
element.
 
In equilibrium the internal stressesin every volume elementmustbalance.
 
i.e,Fi=0.
 
From the discussion above wecometoanimportantconclusion.Wecan use a
 
simplified sti-ess system thatconsistsofan uniform stress distribution on eachface to
 
derivetheequilibrium equations.In doing so wecan representtheforce by asingle vector
 
applied atthe centerofeachface.
 
t
 
* V+(dTy,/ay)dy
 
dy	 a +(do^/dx)dx
 
\y+i9^^yfdx)dx
 
yx
 
dx
 
Figure 2.9 Average Valuesofstress on an Element.
 
Here we assumeo,= =Ty,=T,,= =F2=0.
 
We also assume ,Oy ,\y,Ty^ and the bodyforce F,^ and Fy areindependentofz.The
 
situation satisfying all ofthe above conditionsis called plane stress.
 
20
 
 Let21 x-Forees=0and assume a unit depth.
 
Wehave
 
dx dy+\o^+ d^xdy-o^dy+ Ir^y+ \dK-x^dx=0
 
[ dx \ [ dy \
 
Aftersimplifying weget
 
\^+^ +F}dxdy=0.
 
Thisimplies
 
+^^ +F^=0 (.-.tA^^y^o) (12).
 
Similarly when 21 y-Forces=0we get
 
SOy dXyv „ ^
 
—^+^^+iV=0­
dy dx
 
Continuing the processwehavethe equilibrium equationsinthethreedimensional case.
 
dOx BTyx

+ + +F^=0
 
dx dy dz
 
dOy
 dr^Y d%2Y
 
+ + +Fj.=0
 
dy dx, dz
 
do^ dTyZ
 
+ + +F,=0
 
dl dx dy
 
The equilibrium equations wejust developed arefora nQn-uniformly stressed body.
 
How abouttheequations ofequilibriumfora uniform gravitationalfield?The general
 
equationsofequilibriumforisotropic bodiesis
 
a0ik/dXk+pgi=o
 
21
 
  
p- density
 
g-gravitationalacceleration vector.
 
The expressionforthe stress tensor is:
 
Ea dUg ^ E du^
 
dx^ (l+aj|l-2a)dXf 1+adx^
 
- strain tensor.
 
Substituting
 
2\ac, 3x,,
 
Weobtainthe equationsofequilibriumintheform
 
E E d^Uf ^ ^
 
2^1+aj 2|l+orj^l-2crj ctK^dXi
 
d^u
Rewritethe equationin vector notation.Theterm —^ arecomponentsofthe vector Au
 
dx^
 
and = div u,thus the equationsofequilibrium become
 
dXi
 
1 2(l+a)

AC/+ grad div u-- ps—^
 
l_2a ® E
 
Landau and Lifshitz[4]pointouta very importantcase,thatis wherethe
 
deformation ofthe body is caused,not by bodyforces,butbyforces applied to its surface.
 
22
 
Theequationofequilibrium thenbecomes
 
(1-20)An + graddivu=0. (13)
 
Takingthe divergence ofequation(13)and usingtheidentity
 
div gradsA
 
wehave A div u=0.
 
Thus,div uisa harmonicfunction.Takingthe Laplacian ofequation(13),Wehave
 
AAu=0.
 
Thusinauniform gravitationalfield underthe conditionofequilibriumthe displacement
 
vectorsatisfiesthe so-called biharmonicequation.
 
Examples forthe Chapter
 
(1)Calculatethe valuesofthe principal stressesandthe anglesbetween the principalaxes
 
and the x-axisforthe elementshownin thefigure.Assumethefollowing stresses are
 
known.
 
0.'
 
o^,=5000psi Xx-Y =-2500 psi Oy,=0
 
(7y, = 0^ COS a+0y sin^ a+2 sina cosa
 
(Jy = sin^ a+0ycos^a - 2x^y sina cosa
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solution: (o^,H-Oy,= +o^-5000psi
 
I =(ty -T^)sin 15°cos 15° (cos^ 15°-sin^ 15°)
 
\ o^,-0y,= cos2a+ Oy{- cos2ci)+4\y sin a cosa
 
( -2500=(5000-2oJ-•-+T^•—
 
2 2 ^ 2
 
i ,
 
\ 5000= —a -—(5000-aJ+2t •­
^ ^ \ ■^y r\ 
/ -10,000 = 5000- 2a +2 %xy 
{
V 10,000 =So^- 5000S+ X +2t,xy 
/ - 15,000 = -2a +2iS ^ xy 
V 10,000 + 5,OOoS = a;+ 2T,,y 
I- 15,000 =-2a,+ 2 \ 
\ lO,O0OiS +5OOO=6a, + 2i5 
- 2,000 -10,000ifi =-8a, 
-37320.5 =-8a, 
a, = 4665 psi. 
Oy = 5,000 - 4665= 335 psi. 
-15000+2a. -15000 +2 x 4665 . — — ^1638^5/ 
^xy= iS 2J3 
24 
  
 
^ "*"^7 . W^x ^Y\ .^2
 
^MAX — ^1 — +,f +^XF
 
2 yv 2
 
=5489psi
 
^x ~^y\ 
+TJi^ 
 
^MIN ~ ^2 ~
 
2
 
= -489psz
 
2t 2(-1638)

tan2a = ^ ^ =-.6555
 
o^-Oy 5000
 
2a =-33°
 
a =-16.5°
 
(2) Show thatthefollowing state ofstress isin equilibrium
 
3
 
Ox =3^2+3y^ -z \y=z-6xy -­
o 2 3
Oy=3y =X+ y -­
2
 
5
 
a =3x+ y -z+— "Cv.=0
z ^ 4 yz
 
solution:
 
=^6x 6x =0 F =0
 
dx dy dz 
" X
 
o'er z^s r r\
 
—-+——+'—^+F =0
 
dx dy dz 
X
 
do dx dx
 
—I=6y =-6y —^=0 F =0
 
dy dx dz
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dy dx dz
 
do, dx„ dx
 
—^=-1 —2.=! —^=0 F,=0
 
'Z
 
dz dx dy
 
da^ dx,^ dx
 
:.—-+——+——+F,=0
 
<?j. dx dy
 
Therefore the state ofstress is in equilibrium.
 
(3)Forthe state ofstress in problem(2)atthe specific point
 
x=—, y =1, z= determinethe principal stresses.
 
2 4
 
solution:
 
3 ^1 3
 
o=3--+3 =3 6 -=-3
 
4 4 ^ 4 2 4
 
a =3 T =-+1--=0
 
^ 2 2
 
3 , 3 5 ^
 
a = —+1—+— =3 T,„=0
 
yz
 
2 4 4
 
fJp -( +Oy+oja/+(a,Oy+ Oy o,+ -X,/-Ty/ -T,/ )Op
 
-( +2x,yTy,x,,-a,Xy/-o^xj- a,x,/)=0
 
Op'-(3+3+3)Op^+(9+9+9-9)Op -[27-3(-3 )^]=0
 
Op^ - 9ap^ + 180p=0
 
%( H+18)=0
 
Op= Oj=0
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 LZ
 
fd 7 d

9= = D £=^^0=0
 
o=(9-''o)(e-'o)
 
0=81+"^06-/o
 
  
CHAPTERS
 
STRAINANDDISPLACEMENT
 
A body is said to be strained or deformed whenthe relative positionsof pointsin the
 
body are changed.
 
The vector distancefrom the intiallocationto thefinal location ofa pointis defined as
 
the displacementofthe point.Weuse u,v,and w to denote its components;u,v,and w
 
arefunctions ofx,y,and z.
 
/
 
/ A. .B (a)Undeformed state
 
u+(du/5x)dx
 
A B ' (b)Strained(deformed)state
 
dx+(3u/3x)dx
 
Figures.1 Normal Strain in a Bar
 
Applying stress to the bar,points A,B moveto points.A'B'. sisthe normal
 
strain asthe unitchangeinlength.
 
—\dx 
dx) du 
So = 
dx dx 
Toconsider a bodyin a state ofplane strain,wehave
 
u=u(x,y), v=v(x,y), w =0.
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Lety be the shear strain asthe changein the original rightangle betweentwo axes.
 
■ y 
(3u/3y)dy
 
idv/dy)dy ^ D
 
D c y-}.!
 
(dv/3x)dx
 
dx iB
 
-A
 
(du/dx)dx
 
, , , X
 
Figure 3.2 Translation and Deformation ofaTwo-DimensionalElement.
 
Fromfigure3.2 wesee the unitchange oflengthin the x direction is
 
A'B'-AB A'B'-dx
 
= = • .
 
AB dx
 
The unitchangeofthelengthinthe y directionis
 
A!D'-AD A'D'-dy
 
AD dy
.
 
Thechange ofshear strain is
 
p + ­
■ . 2 ■
 
JX _ rx /N
 
Yxy=-- P=
 
Note:weassign tothe clockwise direction and"+"to the counterclockwise direction.
 
ThedisplacementcomponentsofpointA are uand V.
 
ThedisplacementcomponentsofpointB are u+(3u/dx)dx and v+(dv/3x).
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ThedisplacementcomponentsofpointDare u+(du/3y)dy and v+(3v/3y)dy.
 
A'B'-dx
 
= ■ 
dx
 
.-.(a'S')' =[dJc(l+£j]
 
£i&C+—£&] +{—dx

dx } Idh:
 
du [ j «?v^
 
+ 28^+1 — 1+2"~"^
 
dx \dx \dxj
 
(du\ ((?v\ 1 • , 	 1 dy

Since I ■— and — arerelatively small compared to — , so we can neglect them. 
\ (Xr dx dx 
dx 
and similarly	 
dv 
dy 
dx)
also tan 6= 
dx + [—j<ii: 
Since 0is a small angle, we let tan 0 = 0 
du.
and — is small compared to 1, so we omit it.Therefore we have 
dx 
£v 
0 = 
dx 
30 
and similarly X,=- ,
 
thus the shearstrain Yxy is
 
dv &u
 
Y =0-X=—+—
 
ax ay
 
Fromabovewecanconcludethestrain-displacementrelationsinthree dimensionalcases
 
are:
 
du du dv
 
dx dy dx
 
dv dv dw
 
dw dw du
 
dz dx dz
 
Weshould notice here thatthe stresscomponents are distributed overa deformed
 
body,sothe coodinatesforthe equilibrium equations x,y andzare based onthe
 
coordinatesofthedeformed body;onthe other hand the coordinates x,y andzforthe
 
strain-displacementarefor the undeformed body.Howeverwecan still let x,y andz
 
representthe undefottnedcoodinatesin bothequationssincethe deformationis
 
infinitesimal.Butthis would notbethe caseinfinite elasticity because weare dealing with
 
potentiallylargedeformations.
 
From the strain-displacementrelations weobserve thatthe equation groups have six
 
equationsforthe strain componentsasafunction and three displacementcomponentsonly.
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To derive the strain componentsfrom the equation groups we use u,v and w asfunctions
 
ofx,y and z.That will give us six equationsfor three unknown.These equation groups
 
usually do nothave any solutionfor u,v and w unlessthe six strain components are
 
related.Thatis why weneed compatibility equations.Todevelopthe equationswesimply
 
differentiatethefirstequationofstrain-displacementrelationstwice with respectto y and
 
thesecond equation twice with respectto x and addthe results,this will give usthe
 
following equation.
 
(? £_ d M d v
 
+ ■ 
dy dxr dydx dx'dy
 
Differentiatingthefourthequation with respectto xand y,we get
 
d\ d\
 
2->,.2
dxdy dy dx dx dy
 
Putting thesetwoequationstogetherwehavethefirstcompatibility equation
 
dxdy
 
Bysimilarapproacheswedeveloptheremainingfive compatibilityequations
 
d'^ dy^ dxdy
 
d\ , ^
 
dx^ d^ dzdx
 
d^s^ i dyy. \ ^ dy^
2
 
dydz dx dx dy dz
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2 1=—
 
dzdx dy dx dy dz I
 
^ d'^  , dY^_ dy^
 2 ^=—
 
dxdy dz ^ dx dy dz)
 
Oneimportantfactisthatthe straincomponentsmustsatisfy the compatibility
 
equationsforthe existence ofsolutionsofdisplacementcomponents.
 
We already know thatthe state ofstress ata pointis uniquely determined ifthe stress
 
componentsontwo planes are given.Thisfactalso appliesto state ofstrain ata point.This
 
can be seenfrom the trmisformation equationsforthe strain onanytwo planessuch as x'y'
 
plane.
 
Fornormalstrain:
 
On x'direction:
 
£.+ -^y ^ rxy . ^ 
 
e^, = + cos2a+—sm2o:
 
Ony' direction:
 
s^+e s^-e . 
e , =—— — cos2a sin2a 
' 2 2 2 
Forshear strain:
 
Yxy =(^y-ex)sin2a+y^cos2a
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From the above equations wecan tell thatthe state ofstrain is uniquely determined
 
in any directionifthe strain components8^ ,8^ ,and Yxy on two planes are given.Also,by
 
replacingaby e and x by ytl,the equationsfor stress are converted to the strain relations.
 
Therefore we develop thefollowing equations.
 
Forthe directionsofprincipal strain:
 
/xy

tan2a =
 
E — e
 
X y
 
Forthe magnitudesofthe principal strain:
 
+ 1 f/ ^
 
£jOr 62 
xy
 
Ifweintegrate the strain-displacementrelations to obtain the displacements,then we
 
know there are certain constantsofintegration.Thisis the same asfor rigid body
 
translationsand rotations.
 
V
 
^^ \
 
Y
 
w,o=-3u/dy\
 Hi
 
Fig 3.3 Rotation ofan Element
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From Fig33wesee thatifthe elementisrotated asa rigid body through asmall
 
angulardisplacement ,we have
 
dv du 
w 
zp 
dx dy 
During this rigid body movementno strain occurs.Ifboth rigid body displacements and
 
deformation(strain)occur,then
 
1 dv du^
 
w^=­
2 dx dy)
 
where w^iscalled the rotation which representsthe averageoftheangulardisplacementof
 
dxand the angulardisplacementofdy.
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Examples forthe Chapter
 
1.Determine ,and Yt„ifYxy=0-002828and e^= Ey=0forthe element
 
shown. 	 t
 
'/
 
——^
 
— — xy 
/ ^ 
/ ^ / 
——r—P^ 
22.5° 
\ f 
s+s e —s

X y X y — . A» . ^
 
——-+— cos2ci!+—sm2a
£n =
 
2
 
0.02828 . ^ .
 
—sin2 X 22.5
 
T2
 
=0.001414 —=0.0009998
 
2
 
p s^+sy Sx- - y xy . ­
<^1= 	 cos2ce -—sm 2a
 
0.002828 0
 
-sin2 X 22.5°
 
=-0.009998.
 
Yt„	=( )sin2a+ Yxy cos2a
 
=Yxy COS2a=0.002828cos45°
 
=0.0019996.
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2.Given thefollowing system ofstrains:
 
_ 2 2 4 4
 
Sx =5+x +y +X + y
 
8=6+ 3x^+3y^+x"'+ y"^
 
= 10+4xy|x^+y^+2|=10+4x^y+4xy^ +8xy
 
£z=Yxz=Yyz =0
 
determine ifthe system ofstrain is possible.Ifthis strain distribution is possible,find the
 
displacementcomponentsintermsofx and y,assumingthatthedisplacementand rotation
 
atthe origin arezero.
 
Wefirstneed toexamifthey satisfy compatibility equations.
 
— . 3 ^ 8 » , 2

—^=2y+4y -—^=2+12y
 
dy dy
 
de 3 d'^Sy
 
— =6x+4x' —f=6+12x'
 
dx <?x
 
^ + =8+12x^+12y^
 
—=4x^+12xy^+8x =12x^+12y^+8
 
dy dxdy
 
Therefore
 
d^€ d^s d^Y
 
-—f-+——= 12x^+12y^+8,the equation is satisfied.
 
dy^ dx^ dKdy .
 
_JL =o -—^=0 -^=0 -^=0 -^^0
 
(?z di^ dy dy^ dydx
 
Therefore
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 =0,the equation is satisfied
 
(?z c?y &j&L
 
Similarly
 
dx dz dzdx
 
Also
 
^.0 ^ .0
 
dz dydz
 
-^+^^+-^=0+0+0=0
 
dx dy dz
 
Therefore
 
dy^ dy
 
2 ^ ■+—'— + fL 0, so the equation is sastisfied. 
dydz dx dx dy dz 
d^y dSimilarly 2 ^ = — 
dzdx dy dx dy dz 
2^=A(^+ ^ _£L2 
dxdy dzy dx dy dz 
So the strain distributionispossible.Hence 
^x= — = 5+ + y^ + + y"^
dx 
fl^  2 2 4 4\i c I 3 2 ^ 5 4u= /p+ x + y +x +y jdx = 5x+ —x + xy + -x + xy +c 
£ = — =6+3x^ +3y^ + x'^ ^-y"^
dy 
38 
,= +3x^+3y^+ jdy =6y+3x^y+y^+ x'^y +—y^+c
 
dw
 
e, =0
 
az
 
w=c.
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CHAPTER4
 
STRESS -STRAIN RELATION
 
Thetwo typesoffield eqmtions that weleamfrom chapter2and3are equilibrium
 
equations and the strain-displacementrelations.Theequilibrium equations are based on
 
statics and continuity ofstress whichinvolve stress componentsonly.The strain ­
displacement relationsare basedoncontinuity ofdisplacementsandinfinitesimal
 
deformations whichinvolve strain and displacementcomponents.Inthis chapter we want
 
to see the relationship between the strain componentsand the stress components.Tosee
 
this wefirst need to define whatelastic is.An elastic body is a body that will go backtoits
 
original dimensions aftertheforcesacting on itare removed.Thereason weneed to define
 
thisis because the relationship between thestress componentsandthe strain components
 
dependsonthe properties ofthe particular solid.In this chapterwe Only considerthe
 
behaviorofisotropic,homogeneous materials.
 
Hooke'sLaw generalized the stress-strain relations.Here is whatHooke'sLaw
 
states:
 
a =EE
 
Eis constantand is called the modulusofelasticitv or Yoims's modulus.
 
There are two approaches to determinethe stress- strain relations,one isthe
 
"mathematical"approachandanotheristhe"semiempirical"approach.Themathematical
 
approach givesthefollowinglinearequationsforthe relation between the stress and strain
 
components.
 
Ox= lE,+Ci^Ey+C138,+ Ci^Yxy+ CisYyz+ CiJ,,
 
Oy=C^jE^+ C22£y+0338;+ C24Y,y+ C25Yy,+Cjj,,
 
O,=C3i£,+ C328y+C33E,+ C34Y,y+ C35Yy,+ C36 Yzx
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'''xy ~^41^x ''42^y *^44Yxy "^^4573^2^^46Yzx
 
V ='^SlSx + Csa^y+ C538Z+ C54Y,y+ +C5
 
■^zx = Cfil£x + ^ 62^y + C63«z + C64Yxy + ^ esYyz + CfisYzx 
The coefficients Cj j...c^grepresent materialproperties ifwe assume anisotropic 
material. These constants must be the same for an orthogonal coodinate system of any 
orientation at the point.For instance, isotropy requires that Cj j, the constant that measures 
the stress component which was caused by (the normal stress in the x direction), 
should also relate to o^,and e^,. 
In this chapter we only consider the "semiemprical" approach whichis guidedby 
experimental evidence to develop stress-strainrelations (Hooke'sLaw).In this approach 
we assume most engineeringmaterials are under small strains. 
o. o. 
Fig 4.1 Element Under Uniaxial Stress 
8, = oM 
k -X 
A B, 
a. 
Fig 4.2 Element Under Triaxial State of Stress 
41 
£y=£z=-v(o^/E)
 
V—^Poisson'sratio
 
where v = Kis the modulus ofcompression and uis the
 
2\3K+^ij
 
modulus ofrigidity.K and p are always positive,soPoisson's ratio can vary between -1
 
(forK=0)and — (for p=0).Also,there is no known substancefor which v <0
 
2
 
(material which would expand transversely whenstretched longitudinally).So,in practice,
 
Poisson's ratio varies only between0and ^ .
 
To determine the strain component ,wefirst apply ,the changing onlength
 
ABis(1/E)a^,then apply .Hencethe additionalchangeinlengthABis
 
-(v/E)Oy(1+o^/E)
 
Herethe elastic strain(1/E)a^is dropped because itis smallcompareto unity.When
 
applying ,weignorethe small quantitiesofhigher order,the changing oflengthAB will
 
become
 
-(v/E)o,
 
Hencethetotal strainin theX directionis
 
Similarly
 
Oy-v(o,+a^)]

E
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and
 
1 CT,-r(CT,-a,)].
 
^ I 
✓^ / 
Figure 4.3 ElementunderPure Shear
 
Fromfigure 4.3 wecan see the relation between elastic stress-strain under atwo
 
dimensional state ofpure sheeris
 
Y = —T
I xy 	 ^ xy
 
G
 
similarly
 
y =—T
 
G
 
1
 
Gisan elastic constantand called the modulusofelasticity in shear.Sofar we have
 
introduced three constants,E,v,and G.The relations between them are
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Therefore thestress-strain relations, also known as Hooke'slaw,havethefollowing
 
equations
 
E
 
1
 
xy ~^"^xy
 
G
 
_!■ •
 
^ ~ G ^
 
Where G= / ^ v .2(1+v) 
These equations canbe solved for the stress components in terms of the strain components. 
The result is 
= 2G8,,+ ^ 8,,+Sy+8,) 
Cfy = 2G8y +X,(8,j+8y+8 j 
Oz = 2G8,+X(8,,+8y+8,) 
. Txy ~ ^ ^xy . . . 
44 
\x= GYzx
 
Wherethe constantsGand X are called Lame'sconstantand
 
vE
 
X=
^1+vj|l-2vj
 
Besidesthe elastic constantwe have introduced sofar,there is another very
 
importantelastic constantcalled bulk modulusofelasticity.Thisconstantis usefulinastate
 
ofhydrostatic pressurein the physicalfield.Tosee how the constantis developed,we have
 
X
 
Fig4.4 Hydrostatic State ofStress
 
(p>0)
<^x = CFy = crz=-P
 
\y~"^yz ~'•'zx -®
 
1 a,-v(a^+cr,)

E

=i^-l+2r]
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 ^l-2v^
 
8=8 =8 =­
X y z
 \ E )
 
Yxy=Yyz=Yzx=0
 
Let 8bethe volumetric strain defined asthe unitchangein volume(changeinvolume
 
divided bythe original volume)and
 
£=8,+ £y+£,.
 
Ifthe initial volume ofa prism is dxdydz with its dimension dx, dy, dz,then the volume
 
afterstraining willbecome
 
(dx+ 8^ dx)(dy+£y dy)(dz+8^dz)
 
=dx(1+8^dy(1+8y)dz(1+8j
 
=(1+8^+ 8y +8^)dxdydz
 
Again weneglectthe higherordertermshere.
 
t ^
 l-2v^
Since 8^=8y=8^=
 
. E i
 
so 8=8^+8y+8^
 
^l-2v^
 
-3
 
3(l-2v);

E
 
1
 
1"
 
whereK=E/1^3^1-2vjj is the bulk modulusofelasticity.
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Examplesforthe Chapter
 
1. A square Duralumin plate isloaded as shown,where
 
=Oy= = 15,000 psi.
 
IfE=10^psi and v=0.3,determine thechangeinlength ofthe diaponal ab.
 
'A
 
1.
 
1" /•.b
 
/i" ky a.
 
\
 
■ 2 
n
 
Solution: o- +T = +r
 
/ K ^ J
 
15000+15000\' 2 i15000~15000\^
 
a- 15000'
 
2 )
 
(Gr-15000)^+T^ =15000^
 
so by using iVIohr's circle ofstress,we canfind the stresses on planes normal and parallel
 
toab. Mohr'sequation tell us
 
the center ofthe circle is (15000,0).
 
the radius ofthe circle is 15000.
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 Therefore Oj=30,000psi Oj=0
 
<7,+cr, a,-<7, ^ .
 
=—^ -+— ^cos2a =15000psi
 
2 2
 
CJi + CX, CTi — CX^ ,

a^= —^sm2a= 15000psi
 
^ ^sin2a
 
= ^[(^a-VCT.
 
15000-0-3x15000
 
10^
 
= 1.05x10"'in
 
..-i[a.-va,]
 
=1.05 xlO"'in
 
The original length ofAB is'Jl=1.414in.After the pressure is applied,it became
 
^(l+1.05X10"')^ +(l+105X 10"'J= 1.415(in)
 
Thereforelength changeofAB is
 
= 1.415 - 1.414 =0.001 (in).
 
2.Ifa medium is initially unstrained andisthensubjected toaconstantpostive temperature
 
change,the normal strains are expressed by
 
1
 
^x= —
 
E
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whereaisthe cofflcientoflinearexpansionandTisthetemperature rise.Thetemperature
 
change doesnotaffectthe shear strain components.
 
V
 
-tj'

3=1 '
 
Abarrestrained in the x direction only,andfree to expandin the y andzdirections
 
asshown,is subjected to a uniform temperature rise T.Show thatthe only nonvanishing
 
stress(the barisin a state ofuniform stress)and strain components are
 
o^=-EaT
 
8y=8^=aT(l+v)
 
Solution:since the baris restrained in the x direction only andfreeonthe y andzdirection,
 
i.e,there is no stress acting on the y andzdirection,so0^=0^=0.Also 8^=0because
 
there is nolength changedin the x direction.Therefore,by the givenformula,we have
 
0=	—a,+aT
 
E
 
0= +EaT
 
.*. G,--EaT
 
If",
 
.i(_va,)+ar
 
=vaT+aT
 
=aT(l+v)
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4K)­E'
 
=vaT+aT
 
=aT(l+v)
 
3.Determinethe stress and strain componentsifthe barinthe preceding problem is
 
restrainedin the xand y directions butisfree toexpandin thezdirection.
 
Solution:since the barisrestrained inthe x and y direction,so there isno changing length
 
in the xand y direction and no acting stressonthezdirection.
 
so<Jz=£x = ey =0
 
(<7„+cr 11+ar
 
ih
 
o^=vay-EaT (1)
 
0=-^(cr,^v(T,)+ar
 
E
 
Oy - va^=-EaT (2)
 
Substituting equation(1)into equation(2),wehave
 
Oy - v(vay -EaT)=-EaT
 
Oy - v^Gy+vEaT=-EaT
 
Oy(l-v')=-EaT(l+v)
 
Gy(l+v)(l-v)=-EaT(l+v)
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EaT
 
V-1
 
Puttinga into equation(1),we have
 
EaT ^ ^ 
 
o = V EdF
 
v-1
 
V-V+1
 
=EaT
 
v-1
 
_ EaT
 
v-1
 
+a
 
l[ (EoT EaT\\
 
+aT
 
ar|l+vj
 
-v)
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CHAPTERS
 
FORMULATIONOFPROBLEMSINELASTICITY
 
In the previous three chapters weintroduced the 15governing equations which are
 
equilibrium equations,strain -displacementrelationsandthe stress strain relations.These
 
equationsaresometimescalledfield equations.Thecompatibility equationsare not
 
goveming equations sincethey are derivedfrom the strain- displacementequations.The
 
governing equationsenable usto solve varioustypesofboundary value problemsin
 
elasticity.Tosolve an elasticity problem weneed to determine the stress,strain,and
 
displacementfunctions satisfying thefield equationsand the boundary conditions,andthe
 
solutionis unique which we will provein the end ofthe chapter.In this chapter we only
 
focusonthe mathematicalformulation ofelasticity problemsinstead oftheir solutions.
 
u T*^
 \
 
Figure 5.1 Surface Forces.
 
Thefollowing are the stress boundary condition equations.
 
y ^0^ X yo^ y yzo ^  z
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— aunitvector normalto the surface and going outward,
 
Xq, Yq,Zq — coordinates ofpointsonthe boundary surface.
 
O^o — stresscomponentsevaluated atthe boundary (x^, y,,, Zq).
 
Py,P2-— direction cosinesofthe unitoutward normalvector p with respectto
 
x,y,andz,respectivly(or components ofpalongthethreecoodinate
 
axes).
 
,Ty,T^ — prescribed surfaceforce.
 
Definition
 
A first boundary-value problem in elasticity is a problem in which the stress is
 
prescribed overthe entire boundary.
 
A second boundary-value problem in elasticity is a problem in which the
 
displacementcomponentsare prescribed overthe entire boundary surface.
 
A mixed boundary-value problem is a problem in which the stress components
 
are prescribed over partofthe boundary andthe displacementcomponentsoverthe restof
 
the boundary.
 
Now weare going to develop the governing equationsfor elastic bodies under
 
plain strain.Firstlet usreview the governing equations we have developedin the previous
 
chapters.
 
Forthe strain componentswe have
 
du
 
^x =	—
 
dx
 
dv
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du dv
 
Yxy =~+T"
 
dx dy
 
%=Yyz= Yxz=0
 
From generalized Hooke'sLaw wefind
 
O'x =2G8^+ +S)
 
Oy=2G8y+ MEx+ Sy) (2)
 
0,= X(8,+8y)
 
=v(a,+ay)
 
"^xy ^^^xy
 
\z='^y.=^­
Note:Wedon'tneedto worry about eventhoughtitis notzero because does not
 
appearin any ofthe governing equations.Alsofor plane strain problems 8^vanishes,but 0^,
 
does not.
 
For plain strain the equations ofequilibrium is
 
+—-+F=0
 
dx dy
 
do dr
 
—^+-^+Fy=0 (3)

dy dx ^
 
/^ =0(since0^is only afuntion ofx and y,and
 
\z=V=0)­
Thecompatibility equationsinterm ofstrainis
 
d^8y d^y^
 
+^—r= (4)

d^ dx dxdy
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Thecompatibility equationsintermsofstressis
 
i£.+fS.
 (5)

dx dy
 
where =	—+ .
 
dx dy
 
Thefollowing governing equations are the mostconvient wayto solve second
 
boundary-value problemsin elasticityfor plane strain.
 
GV^m+(a+g)—[—+—y+F^=0
 (6)

^ 'dx\dx dy)
 
GV'v+(a+g)—[—+—)+F =0.
 
^ 'dy\dx dy) ^
 
Equations(3)and(5)give acomplete system ofthree equationsin termsof ,and x^y
 
.This system ofequations are mostusefulforsolving first boundary value problem.
 
Wealready know the goveming equationsforthe three-dimensional problems.We
 
have 15equations and 15unknown quantities.The method we use tofind solutionsis to
 
seek expressionsfor the stress,strain,and displacementcomponents which satisfy these
 
equations and the prescribed boundary conditions.Theseequation groups,however,are
 
notconvientto apply,so we willreducethem to systemsofequations which are easier to
 
use in the various types ofboundary value problems.Here is how to do it.
 
Substituting the strain displacementrelationsintothe stress-strain relations,weobtain six
 
stress-displacementrelations
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du
 
o,. = ke+2G
 
dv
 
dv
 
o =Ae+2G—
 
' dy
 
o,= A£+2G—
 
dz
 
(7)
du dv\
 
X =G
 
xy 
dy dxj
 
^dw dv^
 
=G —+—
 
dy dz,
 
dw ^ du^
 
\dx dz)
 
Where8=e^+8y+e^= du/3x+ d\ldy+ aco/Sz.
 
Together with the three equationsofequilibrium,we have asystem ofnine equationsand
 
nine unknowns.Wecanfurtherreduce the nine equationsinto three equationsin termsof
 
three displacementcomponents.Thiscan be done by substituting equations(7)into the
 
equilibrium equationstoeliminatethe stress variables.Wenow have
 
(a+g)—+GV'm+F^ =0
 
^ 'dx
 
(a+g)—+GVV+F =0
 
^ 'dy
 
(8)
 
(a+g)—+GV^w+F=0
 
^ 'dz 
^2 2d »s2d 2d 
where V = + + 
dx dy dz^ 
Theequations(8)are called equationsofequilibriumin termsofdisplacementorNavier's
 
equations.These equations are much easier to apply.Once we obtain the solutionsfor u,v,
 
w,we can use Eqs.(7)or stress-strain relations to determine the stress components.
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 Thecompatibility equationsintermsofstressin three dimensionsare
 
v72 1 o*"© V \dF^ SF ^F^ - dF^
V o^+- 1—i+—2.+^._2—i

l-¥V dx l-vydx dy J dx
 
1 d^@ dF^ dF \ 
—^ + —­
+■1+v dydz dy dz I 
The solutions for any linear elasticity problem are unique. This means for a given 
surface force andbody force distribution, there is only one solution for the stress 
components consistent withequilibrium andcompatibility.Now let'sproveit. 
Let ,Ty , be a given surface force .
 
Let ,Fy, F^ be a given body force.
 
Assume there are two sets of stress components whichboth satisfy the governing equations
 
andboundary conditions. Let the two sets of solutions be
 
and 
Now the first solutionmust satisfy the equilibrium equations 
do'^ _ dr; dx'^ 
+F = 0 (x,y,z)

dx dy dz
 
Thecompatibilityequations 
vV;+. 2 (x,y,z)
dx 
dF^ dF\
v\' +• —-+ —- (x,y,z)
dy dz 
and the boundary conditions 
(x,y,z) 
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Similarly
 
(x,y,z)
 
dx dy dz
 
/)t"
 
VV'+ 2-^ (x,y,z)
 
dx
 
2 I dF dF^

vV:+ 1^+—^
 
<?z
 
TT =cr>.+^^^o^.+<o/^z•
 
Leta,=<-< , =0^-01, etc,
 
and subtracting the setofequations with double primesfrom those with single primes,we
 
have
 
do^ dr dr
 
—^+—-+—^=0
 
dx dy dz
 
1+V dx^
 
i2/

1 d^e
 
V + =0 where 0= +0^+0^
 
1+V dydi
 
From the aboveequations weseethere are no bodyforce and surfaceforceterms because
 
ofthe linear character ofequationsand the samebodyforcesand surfaceforcesappearin
 
both sets ofequations.It tells us thata body with zero bodyforces and zero surfaceforces
 
isin an unstressed state andthe stresses at all pointsthroughoutthe volume ofthe body are
 
zero,
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i.e. a^=cr;-<=0 (x,y,z)
 
=<-<=0. (x,y,z)
 
Therefore thetwo states ofstress are identical so thatthe solution is unique.This proofis
 
onlyforthefirstboundary - value problem(the stresses are prescribed onthe entire
 
boundary),butitis similarforthe second boundaiy - value problem.
 
In the above proofwe use the condition oflinearity.This only happensin linear
 
elasticity sincethe deformationisinfinitesimal,so allthe governing equationsand
 
boundary condition equations arelinearequations.(Anequationislinearifitcontainsonly
 
termsofup tothefirstdegree inthe dependentvariables and their derivatives).Wecan not
 
usethesameconditionforfinite elasticity whichin generalmaydeal with large
 
deformations.
 
Examplesforthechapter
 
1. Derive equations(6)
 
Substituting Eqs(I)intoEqs(2),we have
 
o =2G h A
 
dx
 dy)
 
Adu (A'''

=2G—+A —+—
 
dy dyt
 
^	dv du^
 
dx dy)
 
Combiningthese equations with equations(3)and eliminating the stress variables.
 
we have
 
d ^(du (A")! d \(dv
 
—|2G—+ | —+— I +F =0
iZU A —+— +—iG 

dx
[ dx dy)^ (?y[ dy)^
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u .d u ' d V „(?v „
 
2G 	 hA hA hG hG—T'^F =0
 
cjtc dxdy dydx dy
 
_ ^ 	u d^U . d\ _ d\ _ „ ­
G +G +A—+A +G +G—+F=0
 
(?x o!x c5tc dxdy dxdy dy
 
By grouping the similarterms,we have
 
Ad^u d^u\ d^u/. I. „

G —+—- +— A+G + A+G +F^ =0.
 \dx dy) dx ^ ' dxdy^ '
 
By similar approaching,wehave
 
du dv\
 
GV^v+(a+g)— —+— +F =0.
 
^ ^dy	 dx dy) '
 
2.Show that the stresses
 
0^=kxy
 
S=kx^
 
Oj,=vkx(x+y)
 
T,^=-l/2ky2
 
"^xz= =0
 
wherekis a constant,representthe solution to a plane strain problem with no bodyforces
 
ifthe displacementcomponentsatthe origin are zero.Determinethe displacement
 
componentsand the restrainingforceinthezdirection.Whatsurfaceforce distribution
 
mustbe applied to the prism shownin thefigure so thatthe given stress components give
 
the solutionforthis body?
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r-7
 
I ^
 
*. —
 
/ /
 
solution:determinethe displacementcomponents
 
=2G8,+X(s,+ 8y)
 
kxy=2G8^+ X8^+ >v8y
 
=(2G+ X)8^+ X8y (1)
 
Oy=2G8y + UZ^+ 8y)
 
kx^=2G8y+"kz^+ >L8y
 
=(2G+ X)8y+ X8, (2)
 
a,=M£x+S)
 
=V(0^+ Oy)
 
vkx(x+y)=kz^+ X,8y (3)
 
From equation(3)wehave
 
X8y =vkx(x+y)- kz^ (4)
 
Substituting equation(3)into equation(1),we have
 
kxy=(2G+ A,)8^ + vkx(x+y)- >^8^
 
=2Gs^+ vkx(x+y)
 
2G8^=kxy - vkx(x+y)
 
=2ka^ -3vka^
 
=ka^(2-3v)
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kcP'^-3vj
 
=
 
2G
 
Putting the solution into equation(4),wehave
 
ka |^6vG-2A+3Avj
 
2AG
 
= —	 +kx^^
 
E
 
=0
 
1
 
yxy ~
 
= --ky
 
j_
 
yyi ^"^yi

G
 
=0
 
1
 
yix «
 
(jr
 
=0
 
Determinethe surfaceforce.
 
Px=Py=Pz=cos90°=-1
 
T/	=O,o P,+\yol^y +\zO Pz
 
=-kxy+ 1/2ky^
 
=- 2ka^+2ka^
 
=0
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=-l/2ky^(-l)+ kx'(-l)
 
=1/2k(l&f-ka^
 
=ka2
 
T/ 	='Cxzof^x+Wy+^^ol^z
 
=vkx(x+y)(-l)
 
=vka(a+2a)(-l)
 
=-3vka^.
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CHAPTER6
 
UNIFORMLOADINGINHNITEELASTICITY
 
In the lastchapterwetalked aboutthe uniquenessofsolutionfor problemsin linear
 
elasticity.Canwereachthesameconclusioninfinite elasticity?Thatisthe main goalwe
 
willfocusonin this chapter.Wewill reach this goal by studying oneofthe most
 
interesting and striking problems infinite elasticity:acubeloaded uniformily overits
 
faces.Let'sconsidera homogeneous,isotropic,incompressible body with constitutive
 
equations,whichmeanstheequationsdefinethe particularidealized material[5].
 
T=-Jtl+pB (1)
 
where B=F and p >0and jc are constants.
 
S=- Jt F"" + p F (2)
 
Wecallthe materialfieldSdefined by S=(detF)TF^the Piola-Kirchhoff stress.
 
LetB be acube withfaces paralleltothe coordinate planesand loaded by thethree
 
pairsofequaland oppositeforces withsome magnitude which is applied normally and
 
uniformly overthefaces.Thus,the boundary condition onthefaces with normal
 
ej =(1,0,0)is
 
Soj= aoj (a=constant) (3)
 
wherea>0ifwe are dealing with tension and a<0ifwe are dealing with compression.
 
Wearelookingforthe solution oftheform
 
Of 0 0 A, 0 0
 
S= 0 a 0 F= 0 A2 0 (4)
 
0 0a 0 0 A3
 
with A;>0is constant. Incompressibility requires
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XyX2 X3 — 1 (5)
 
Substituting(3)into(2)we get
 
Jt
 
or jc =P?Vk^ - aX,^
 
a(K.- Xj)= p( X'j- X/) I=l...k, j= l...k
 
a
 
so Xj =Xj or — =X^+ X.
 
Therefore Xj=X2 or T1 = Xj+X2 (6)
 
X2= X3 ti =X2+ X3
 
Xi= X3 or T]=Xj+ X3
 
or
 
a
 
where T1 =—
 
i8
 
Thusa solution oftheform(4)is valid provided a and X;are consistent with(5)and(6).
 
First,assume a >0 (tension)
 
Then Xj= X2=X3= 1 is alwaysa solution which satisfies (5)and(6).
 
Next assume
 
Xj= X2^X3=X
 
Thenfrom(5)
 
(p(X)= Xj X2 X3- 1
 
=(tl -X3)X2(ri- Xi)- 1
 
=(1)-X)^ X- 1=0
 
Also cp'(X)=-2(Ti-X)X+(ti- X)'
 
=(ti-X)(ti -3X)
 
=0
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7]

hence the critical pointsoftp are — and rj
 
^ X 4

and <p(—)=—7]-1 cp\{n)--1
 
3 27
 
Moreover, tp(-°°)= Cp{oo)= CX3 (p(0)=-1
 
/
 
qp also has zero,one,ortwo roots in(0,r|)according as cp — I is < 0,or =0,or > 0.i.e;
 
.3
 
a
 27V
 
=r] < — there are no other solutions
 
{4}
 
a
 ''27^
 
there are three other solutions
 
7-"=
 
a (2l\^
 
— =ri > — there are six other solutions.
 
3 U;
 
Finallyfora <0 (compression)
 
= Xj= X3= 1 is the only solution.
 
The numberofsolutions dependson the value ofcp atti/3. Let'slook atthe Figure.
 
cp(X)
 
yr ^/3
 
when cp('n/3)<0,thereis nointersection on X axis.So there are no solutions.When
 
cp(Ti/3)=0,there are one solution.Butthere are three other solutions since wecan assume
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Xj=^3=X or Xj=^2sX or Xj=X3=X.When(p(i^/3)>0,there aretwo solutions.Butthere
 
are six other solutions with the samereasons asthe previous one.These resultsshow that
 
the solutions are notuniqueinfinite elasticity whichis nottrueforlinearelasticity thatwe
 
have showedin chapter5.Thisconcludesthatacubeloaded withlarge tension uniformly
 
over itsfaces will produce seven differentsolutions within the class ofhomogeneous
 
deformation oftheform.
 
Thisexampleisfrom"Topicsin Finite Elasticity" by MortonE.Gurtin.
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